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요약 지방족 및 방향족 탄화수소의 수용액을 Jhon 등이 제창한 liquid water 의 significant struc- 

ture theory 를 이용하여 연구하였으며 Helmholtz free energy, internal energy, entropy, heat 

capacity 등의 열역학적 성질을 계산하였다. 계산결과는 문헌에 발표된 실험치와 잘 일치됨을 볼 수 

있다.

Abstract The aqueous solutions of aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons have been studied on 

the basis of the significant structure theory of liquid water proposed by Jhon, et al.

The thermodynamic properties such as Helmholtz free entrgy, internal energy entropy, and heat 

capacity have been calculated.

The results show good agreements with the experiments in the literature.

Introduction

During the past years, several wcnrks have 

been made about the structure of aqueous 

hydrocarbon solution in order to deduce the 

thermodynamic properties of hydrophobic bond

ing.

Nemethy and Scheraga developed the 

thermodynamic model of the s시ution based on 

the Frank and Wen flickering cluster model 

for water 3.

And Hermann. 4 has applied a modified sign

ificant structure theory of water to the aqueous 

hydrocarbon solution.

Then, the significant structure theory of liq

uids 爲"7 has been successfully applied to the 

prediction of thermodynamic, dielectric, trans

port, and surface properties of many liquid 

systems ranging from simple liquids to compli

cated systems, such as water and some mix

tures.

In this paper, the physical model for the 

structure of aqueous hydrocarbon solution is 

developed with the use of domain model for 

pure liquid water proposed by Jhon, et al. 호

Theory

Partition Function of Aqueous Hydrocarbon 
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Solution In the aqueous hydrocarbon solution, 
there are hydrocarbon molecules, bulk water 

molecules, and the adjacent water layer next 

to the hydrocarbons.

Then, the partition function for the solution 

of a hydrocarbon in water may be written as 

follows:

，切=肱跛*尸 旳*拦 (1)

(2)

where A/ is a combinatorial factor, ZR> ZWt and 

ZL are the partition functions for the hydroc

arbon, the bulk water, and adjacent water next 

to the hydrocarbon, respectively. And L is the 

numbers of the adjacent water molecules surro

unding each hydrocarbon molecule, N is Avag- 

adro's number, M and M are the respective 

numbers of total water and hydrocarbon mole

cules.

In this model, the basic assumptions made 

are that the adjacent water molecule and the 

remaining bulk water molecule and the ramaining 

b니k water molecule are statistically independent 

of each other.

Then, the partition function associated with 

dissolving a hydrocarbon in liquid water is 

defined as follows:

Zd= G《京 財 ⑶

in which Gr is the partition function for pure 

hydrocarbon molecule and Zw is the partition 

function for pure bulk water.

Substituting equation(1) into equation(3), 

and after some rearrangement; the following 

equation is obtained.

서쯤广(즈广 ⑷

Therefore, the natural logarithm of the above 

equation(4) is given by

ln(籍)+LM In(”务-)(5) 

Using this equation(5), the thermodynamic 

quantities for the aqueous hydrocarbon solutions 

can be calculated.

To evaluate the thermodynamic properties 

such as Helmholtz free energy, internal energy, 

entropy, and heat capacity, the partition funct

ions for the dissolved hydrocarbon molecule, 

that of pure hydrocarbon, that of the adjacent 

water molecule next to the hydrocarbon, and 

that of pure water molecule must be known.

Partition Function for Hydrocarbons 
The partition functions for pure hydrocarbon 

is written by the significant structure theory as 

follows:

Gr=〔 (U：方t{1+시으규요) 

二프j) f . f • j卜费)
e f J S. rot J s.vib I

3 V2-VS2
「(2.itm2kTy eV2 £ £ ］以

• h---- ------- • 一不Js.rot'J^vib) 169

Where the first set of brackets represents the 

soHd-like partition function and the second set 

of brackets is the gas-like partition function.

The subscripts s and g are solid-like and 

gas-like, and the frot and frib are the partition 

functions for molecular rotation and interatomic 

vibration, respectively. And O2 is the Einstein 

characteristic temperature, Es2 is the sublimation 

energy, and a2 and n2 are the characteristic 

parameters of hydrocarbon.

On the other hand, the partition function for 

the dissolved hydrocarbon molecule, ZR can be 

similarly formulated. The parameters EfS2t 2, 

#2, and nf2 in ZR may not practically be the 

same values as the corresponding parameters 

in the partition function for pure hydrocarbon 

molecules, Gr.
However, since the value of nf, af and 0r are 

not very much di任erent from those of n, a and 

们 it is assumed that corresponding values are 

treated to be equal. Then, taking the ratio of
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ZR and Gr, one obtains the following.

Then, the natural logarithm form is given by

Mln 쇼)부(里느브」) ⑻ 

in. which Es2 is the sublimation energy of pure 

hydrocarbon molecule, a교d EfS2 is that of 

dissolved hydrocarbon molecule in liquid water.

Partition Function for Liquid Water 
According to the significant structure theory of 

liquid water proposed by Jhon, et al. 8, the 

partition function for water is written as follows:

（K）昂件）

J （2枷丿成）芸eV1 訓％兀幻/HQ标T）¥4 1 1

■ l 海 ~N 爾 ! 1 一厂"技J

•where 令=一〒宀； Esl is the sublimation energy;
%

B is the Einstein characteristic temperature;她 

is the internal vibration frequency of the ith 

mode of a water molecule; nh is the number 

of holes next to a molecule; a i is a characteristic 

constant appearing in the significant structure 

theory, and the other symbols have their usual 

statistical-mechanical si용nificance.

Considering the effects of orientation on the 

water surface * the partition fu효ction for the 

adjacent water next to the hydrocarbon may be 

written as

서 （I；*- . 念（ IM*" 프端） 亢五二EkEYQ宀} GD

f (2顽T? eVi 8应(8应丄就以(时)우 kT :.一 , 卩X

'I 耳 页一 . 2砂 * fiX

异 1 ］（*）
，匕1一厂"丁 J

where

如=2씌也 . 最加 h쓰一 (11)

Then, taking the ratio of the partition func-

(10) 

tion for pure water molecule, Zw and that o£ 

the adjacent water next to the hydrocarbon 

molecule, ZLi one obtains the following equ

ation:

eE,i'/RT 

(1一 W)5
（1+ 如 次,…띠 爭si"铮阡叶“

{ （리 &（1+ 까 P粉件严
C12)

Here, since the ratio of positional degeneracy 

factor for ZL and Zw is quite close to unity, 

logarithmetric ratio becomes zero.

Then, the natural logarithm form is given 

by

圍加(킁)=网 끎 {-陽业

+ln(l-e-<1/T )+ln-“(쯔哲)：}

+LM {in *如  sin (13)

Introducing equations (8) and (13)into equation 

(5), the final equation obtained is as follows:
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In%=M■粗프舫知

"知应뉴為

+In(l - e" ") +In 彼气画):

+LN? {in슬sin h，(14)

Then, using this equation (14), the various 

thermodynamic quantities for the aqueous hydro

carbon solution can be calculated.

Results and Discussion

For the calculations of thermodynamic pro

perties, the parametric values and physical con- 

tants in equation.(14) must be known.

The parameters used for liquid water in actual 

calc니ation are taken from the reference 8. And 

卩X is taken as 18. 69 x 10-14 ergs.

The sublimation energy EJ of the adjacent 

water next to hydrocarbon molecule is determined 

as the monolayer approximation for water

9
surfaces,衫 e., &侦=二讶-j%” And the sub

limation energy Efs2 of dissolved hydrocarbon 

is determined on the basis of experimental 

values2 of free energy and internal energy. 

The values of (科龙一E£)[RT used for hydrocar

bons are listed and compared with the reference 4.

The number of hydration around a given 

hydrocarbon molecule are also compared with 

the reference 2 in Table 1.

And putting the known values for methane 10, 

benzene 10, ethane u, propane n, butane 

wz-xylene 12, /)-xylene 12, toluene 13, ethyl

benzene I% and isopropylbenzene 13, the 

thermodynamic quantities of aqueous hydrocarbon 

solutions can be calculated from the following 

statistical-thermodynamic relationships.

JA=—kTln.ZD (15)

4T* 쯔弱)v
(16)

藍--岳）广外 5(TInZD) \
dT ) (17)

V

妇需)=蒔尘票勺
\ oT J y \ oT dT Jv

(18)

The calculated results are compared, with the 

experimental data in Tables 1 and 2.

In the case of aqueous butane solution, the 

theoretical curves for Helmholtz free energy 

change and entropy change of temperature 

dependence are also compared with the 

experiments 2 in Figures 1 and 2.

As shown, in the above results, the theory 

and the experiment are in good agreements.

Table 1. Calculated and observed thermodynamic properties of hydrocarbons in aqueous solution at 298°K

Hydratio 
number 日—EIRT JACkcal/mole)

Hydrocarbons Calc. Ref.(2) Calc. Ref.⑴ Calc. Obs. (2)

Methane 9.0 13.0 16- 88 15. 71 2. 85 2. 51 〜3.15
Ethane 11.0 16.0 20. 59 17.05 3. 51 3. 32〜3. 86
Propane 13.0 18.0 23. 04 18.26 4. 91 4.90 〜4. 91
Butane 15.0 20.0 26.16 19. 00 5. 92 5.82〜6. 00
Benzene 18.0 20.0 21.47 4. 63 4.61
Toluene 19.2 23.0 24.60 5. 35 5. 33
W2-Xylene 21.0 25.0 26. 20 6.11 6.12
y>-Xylene 21.3 25.0 26.90 6.10 6.11
Ethylbenzene 21.1 26-0 28. 34 6. 07 6. 07
Isopropylbenzene 21.5 28.0 29.14 6.78 6. 76
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If the experimental data of dielectric constants 

for aqueous hydrocarbon solutions is known, 

the hydration number of hydrocarbons in Table 

1 can be theoretically estimated from the diele

ctric constant equation of hydration proposed 

by Sung and Jhon 14»15.

And 나le potential energy 卩X is due to the 

dip시e of the water molecule interacting with 

the effective electric field X.

Table 2. Calculated and
298.15 °K

observed thermodynamic properties of hydrocarbons in aqueous solution at

JE(kcal/mole) 払） JCr(cal/deg - mole)

Hydrocarbons Calc. Obs.(% Calc. Obs. Calc. Ref.⑴

Methane -2. 04 -2. 86〜一2 25 — 15.3 -18. 4〜一 16. 8 8.5 7.1
Ethane -1.88 -2. 37〜一 1. 27 -18.7 一 19. 5〜一 16. 8 10.3 8-3
Propane 一 L 17 —2. 09〜一L 45 一22.1 -23. 5〜一2L3 12.2 9.8
Butane -0. 50 -0. 96〜一0. 72 -25.5 -22. 7〜一2L9 14.1 11.0
Benzene 0.49 0.58 一13. 6 -13.5 17-5
Toluene 0.58 0.64 -15.8 -15.7 18.8
m-Xylene 0. 37 0.41 -19.2 -19. 1 20.3
^-Xylene 0.39 0.46 -18.7 -19.0 20.2
Ethylbenzene 0. 25 0. 39 一19.0 -19.0 20.6
Isopropylbenzene 0.93 1.06 — 19.7 -19.1 21.0
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Figure 1. The free energy change of temperature 
dependence for butane in aqueous solution

Figure 2. The entropy change of temperature 
dependence for butane in aqueous solution
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